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SR 2002 Section D50 Sans Souci Pkwy Reconstruction Project Public Comment/Response
Summary
Comment Form Feedback
The SR 2002 Section D50 Sans Souci Parkway Reconstruction Comment Form was provided at the in-person Open House on August 16, 2022, and was posted
online for comment from August 1, 2022, to September 16, 2022. PennDOT received 36 responses during this time from project stakeholders. Below is a
summary of comments and responses.

Question: Do you favor the proposed project?

Public Comments / Questions PennDOT Response

Why are they changing it to one lane on each side for part of the
highway?  When it turns into a one lane there will be too much
traffic and more accidents.  I just don't understand why you are
doing this, if there is too much traffic and then the trucks come out
onto the road, there will be more accidents.  We need 2 lanes end
of story.

PennDOT collected existing traffic volumes, projected this traffic to 2045
(using conservative growth rates) and then developed traffic analyses
indicating that future traffic volumes could satisfactorily be
accommodated with one-lane per direction and updated traffic
signalization.  Furthermore, the proposed separate turn lanes (where
warranted), reduced 35 mph speed limit and proposed
bike/pedestrian/safety improvements (8' shoulders, additional sidewalks,
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Public Comments / Questions PennDOT Response

pedestrian crossing signals and additional/upgraded highway lighting)
aim to reduce the excessive accident history along this corridor.

Are penalties in place for contractor overages?  Some spots now
have restricted access.

Contract specifications have not been developed at this time, but this will
be considered when they are.

2 lanes in each direction are needed from Oxford Street to St
Mary's Road to accommodate the business congestion in that area.
1.) Traffic restriction during construction to only 1 side of road, 2.)
Tractor Trailer deliveries to business.

PennDOT collected existing traffic volumes, projected this traffic to 2045
(using conservative growth rates) and then developed traffic analyses
indicating that future traffic volumes could satisfactorily be
accommodated with one-lane per direction and updated traffic
signalization.  Between St. Mary's Rd and Oxford Street, the existing lack of
right-turning-lanes into the numerous properties along the southside of
Sans Souci Parkway, can disrupt through traffic; thus, PennDOT will
coordinate our design with these property owners to investigate ways to
smooth future traffic flow (consolidate driveway accesses, add right-turn-
lanes, etc.).  During construction, one-lane of traffic will be maintained in
each direction and vehicular access (including truck deliveries) will be
maintained to/from properties on both sides of the road.

You should NOT take away one of the driving lanes. I have been
near the McDonald’s restaurant when it is busy and traffic is
backed onto the Sans Souci PKWY. If you take away a the right
turn lane, traffic will back up because cars cannot quickly turn in.
They have to wait for cars in the drive in line to move, which can
take several minutes. There is also the issue of cars trying to turn
left into the area. I saw you will have a turn lane but can see this
creating a large issue. It will be the same with right turns into other
plazas in that area. Sometimes there are cars blocking the
entrance, or large potholes, so you cannot turn quickly which will
cause traffic issues. Someone needs to do a more thorough study
during busy business hours and days.

PennDOT collected existing traffic volumes, projected this traffic to 2045
(using conservative growth rates) and then developed traffic analyses
indicating that future traffic volumes could satisfactorily be
accommodated with one-lane per direction and updated traffic
signalization.  Between St. Mary's Rd and Oxford Street, the existing lack of
right-turning-lanes into the numerous properties along the southside of
Sans Souci Parkway, can disrupt through traffic; thus, PennDOT will
coordinate our design with these property owners to investigate ways to
smooth future traffic flow (consolidate driveway accesses, add right-turn-
lanes, etc.).

Why only 2 lanes of traffic? PennDOT collected existing traffic volumes, projected this traffic to 2045
(using conservative growth rates) and then developed traffic analyses
indicating that future traffic volumes could satisfactorily be
accommodated with one-lane per direction and updated traffic
signalization.  Furthermore, the proposed separate turn lanes (where
warranted), reduced 35 mph speed limit and proposed
bike/pedestrian/safety improvements (8' shoulders, additional sidewalks,
pedestrian crossing signals and additional/upgraded  highway lighting)
aim to reduce the excessive accident history along this corridor.
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Public Comments / Questions PennDOT Response

Little attention has been given to pedestrians and cyclists.  Lane
narrowing is necessary to speed reduction.  It clearly identifies the
crashes and fatality issue with the roadway.  However design wise
it doesn't show how the road will produce traffic calming beside
decreasing speed limit.  I applaud PennDOT and WSP for
narrowing and decreasing speed between St. Mary's and Oxford.
That being said I don't think the design will yield said outcomes.

The project will reduce lane widths from 12' wide to 11' wide.  Additionally,
the proposed separate turn lanes (where warranted), reduced 35 mph
speed limit and proposed bike/pedestrian/safety improvements (8'
shoulders, additional sidewalks, upgraded traffic signalization including
pedestrian crossing signals and additional/upgraded  highway lighting)
aim to reduce the excessive accident history along this corridor.

Keep 4 lanes, gets congested as it is when school releases or any
school events happen. And major commute for people going from
Nanticoke to wilkes barre without going on 81. We DO need a walk
way infront of the school, we DO need a side walk crossing over the
sans souci. Bike lane would be nice but not many people ride up
and down sans souci due to the hill near the police station.

PennDOT collected existing traffic volumes, projected this traffic to 2045
(using conservative growth rates) and then developed traffic analyses
indicating that future traffic volumes could satisfactorily be
accommodated with one-lane per direction and updated traffic
signalization.  Furthermore, the proposed separate turn lanes (where
warranted), reduced 35 mph speed limit and proposed
bike/pedestrian/safety improvements (8' shoulders, additional sidewalks,
pedestrian crossing signals and additional/upgraded  highway lighting)
aim to reduce the excessive accident history along this corridor.

Traffic is congested when school is in session.  It will be worse with
the roundabout.

Roundabouts aren't proposed as part of this project.

No comments Thanks for your participation.

I would hope that you replace water, sewer and all utility lines
before you pave over them.  Many streets are dug up before they
are dry.  Cutting down from 4 lanes to 2 is nuts.  If you want
congestion you'll have it in spades.  In the area of McDonalds there
are 3 or 4 mini malls that are very busy.  Cutting to 2 lanes in that
1/2 mile stretch is stupid.

PennDOT collected existing traffic volumes, projected this traffic to 2045
(using conservative growth rates) and then developed traffic analyses
indicating that future traffic volumes could satisfactorily be
accommodated with one-lane per direction and updated traffic
signalization.  Between St. Mary's Rd and Oxford Street, the existing lack of
right-turning-lanes into the numerous properties along the southside of
Sans Souci Parkway, can disrupt through traffic; thus, PennDOT will
coordinate our design with these property owners to investigate ways to
smooth future traffic flow (consolidate driveway accesses, add right-turn-
lanes, etc.).   Coordination with utility companies is ongoing and will
continue throughout design/construction to have utility
relocations/upgrades done prior to final paving.

Concern - closing 4 lane road to 3 lanes.  Good - no roundabouts.
Motorists drive too fast.

PennDOT collected existing traffic volumes, projected this traffic to 2045
(using conservative growth rates) and then developed traffic analyses
indicating that future traffic volumes could satisfactorily be
accommodated with one-lane per direction and updated traffic
signalization.  Furthermore, the proposed separate turn lanes (where
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Public Comments / Questions PennDOT Response

warranted), reduced 35 mph speed limit and proposed
bike/pedestrian/safety improvements (8' shoulders, additional sidewalks,
pedestrian crossing signals and additional/upgraded highway lighting)
aim to reduce the excessive accident history along this corridor.

I asked one of your employees if a roundabout was in the plan and
he said no so my concerns were addressed.  Do not like the idea of
3 lanes - very unwise.

PennDOT collected existing traffic volumes, projected this traffic to 2045
(using conservative growth rates) and then developed traffic analyses
indicating that future traffic volumes could satisfactorily be
accommodated with one-lane per direction and updated traffic
signalization.  Furthermore, the proposed separate turn lanes (where
warranted), reduced 35 mph speed limit and proposed
bike/pedestrian/safety improvements (8' shoulders, additional sidewalks,
pedestrian crossing signals and additional/upgraded highway lighting)
aim to reduce the excessive accident history along this corridor.

No questions. Thanks for your participation.

Better lane division around West End Rd.  Dedicated RH turn
lanes?  I'd like to see a tree lawn around sidewalks to improve
greenery, especially near Slocomb and Gerritys.

Additional improvements to the West End Rd ("Crossroads") intersection
are being investigated to smooth the flow of traffic (lane alignment,
turning lanes, etc.).  Landscaping design has yet to commence but will be
coordinated with the Township and adjacent property owners as design
progresses.

How much of the Sans Souci will include sidewalks and improved
pedestrian crossings?

Sidewalk is proposed where it currently exists and where necessary to
improve pedestrian safety (at signalized intersection, around bus stops,
between St. Mary's Rd and West End Rd).

I have a noise issue here i live on water st just off the highway there
is alot of truck noise from jake brake useage could there possibly
be a ban from using them and one other thing there's a manhole
south bound between willow st and alta rd can something be
done with it to muffle the heavy banging noise from trucks
constantly hitting it

The local municipality would need to request that an Engineering Study
be performed to determine if Engine Brake Retarders can be
prohibited.  The municipality must be involved as, if approved, they would
be responsible to pass a legal ordinance for the prohibition and then
purchase and install the required signage.  The Department has the sole
authority to regulate vehicular equipment. Regarding the manhole, the
PennDOT Maintenance Unit informed Wyoming Valley Sewer Authority
(the utility responsible for adjusting the height of the manhole) of this
concern and WVSA was to field view the location on 10/27.

How are people from nanticoke going to get into my place 2333
Sans Souci Pky?  No turning lane in front of my place, curbs being
put in harder for my customers to come in.  You are creating
accidents to happen.  Explain how you are making better for my
business.

Controlled access locations are proposed along the property frontage, and
the Design Team will investigate other ideas to promote safe
ingress/egress.
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Public Comments / Questions PennDOT Response

Concerned about the single lane of the highway on my side of the
road.  Traffic gets backed up now with 2 lanes.  I am concerned
about getting onto and off of the highway during construction.

PennDOT collected existing traffic volumes, projected this traffic to 2045
(using conservative growth rates) and then developed traffic analyses
indicating that future traffic volumes could satisfactorily be
accommodated with one-lane per direction and updated traffic
signalization.  Furthermore, the proposed separate turn lanes (where
warranted), reduced 35 mph speed limit and proposed
bike/pedestrian/safety improvements (8' shoulders, additional sidewalks,
pedestrian crossing signals and additional/upgraded highway lighting)
aim to reduce the excessive accident history along this corridor.   During
construction, one-lane of traffic will be maintained in each direction and
vehicular access (including truck deliveries) will be maintained to/from
properties on both sides of the road.

I have ALOT of TRUCK TRAFFIC and there is now at your plan will
work. There is issues with 4 lanes so 2 will be worse. I want to know
if any of my land is being taken away.

PennDOT collected existing traffic volumes, projected this traffic to 2045
(using conservative growth rates) and then developed traffic analyses
indicating that future traffic volumes could satisfactorily be
accommodated with one-lane per direction and updated traffic
signalization.  At this time, we don't need to acquire any of your property.

Will there be any changes to the Crossroads intersection? If the
road can not be changed can traffic signals be changed. This is a
very hard intersection to navigate!

Additional improvements to the West End Rd ("Crossroads") intersection
are being investigated to smooth the flow of traffic (lane alignment,
turning lanes, etc.) and upgraded traffic signalization is proposed as part
of this project.

Why are you cutting it down to a 2 lane highway and reducing
speed to 35.  You have no idea what a mess you are going to make.
Cutting down to 2 lanes most of the way will cause a disaster on
this highway with backups and accident.  Plus cutting speed to 35
will cause more backup than you can imagine.  Leave highway at 4
lanes and speed at 45 mph.  You seem to think traffic has
diminished and yes it has to some degree but it still gets a lot of
traffic because more people have cars.

PennDOT collected existing traffic volumes, projected this traffic to 2045
(using conservative growth rates) and then developed traffic analyses
indicating that future traffic volumes could satisfactorily be
accommodated with one-lane per direction and updated traffic
signalization.  Furthermore, the proposed separate turn lanes (where
warranted), reduced 35 mph speed limit and proposed
bike/pedestrian/safety improvements (8' shoulders, additional sidewalks,
pedestrian crossing signals and additional/upgraded  highway lighting)
aim to reduce the excessive accident history along this corridor.

Is there any possibility of adding painted bike lanes along the
shoulder?  If possible, I would like more information about any
studies that were done in the planning for this project.  Is there any
potential for environmental impacts from construction?  I would
have liked to see more information documenting the need for the
project beyond the crash heat map.  More information publicly
displayed regarding how the plans will impact multiple modes of

The 8/16/22 Open House Plans display (OHPD) was a public display of
information from the project website which can be accessed here:

https://www.penndot.pa.gov/RegionalOffices/district-
4/PublicMeetings/Luzerne%20County/Pages/SR-2002-Section-D-50-Sans-
Souci-Parkway-Reconstruction-Project.aspx

and which provides the "Project Purpose and Need" and "Proposed
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Public Comments / Questions PennDOT Response

transportation. Improvements" including improvements for motorists as well as
pedestrians/bicyclists (replaced/additional sidewalks, new traffic
signalization including pedestrian crossing signals, new/upgraded
highway lighting, 8' shoulders).  The 8' shoulders provide safe refuge for
vehicles as well as area for bicyclists.  Environmental impacts are currently
being investigated/documented and will be addressed as part of the
projects permitting process.

There should be bikelanes from Nanticoke to WB thinking ahead
with painted lanes for bikes and e-scooters.  Travel for low speed
bikes.

The proposed improvements include an 8' shoulder along both sides of
the highway that provides safe refuge for vehicles as well as area for
bicyclists.

Drainage issues at the intersection with King's Street (roadway
flooding due to surcharge in stormwater piping).  Please evaluate
during development of drainage design/report.

We will evaluate the noted drainage issues at this intersection during
development of the drainage design.

What is the purpose of sporadic sidewalks?  Side walks, bike lanes
and tree lawns should exist for the entire length of the roadway.
The proposed designs favor only motorists and do not take into
account pedestrians and bicyclists.

The project proposes replacing existing sidewalks and adding new
sidewalks where desired for pedestrian safety (around bus stops, at
signalized intersections, between St. Mary's Rd and West End Rd.) as well
as grading other areas for potential future sidewalk.  Sidewalk
maintenance costs are typically borne by the Township/Property Owner;
thus, it isn't cost-effective to provide sidewalk along the entire corridor at
this time. The proposed improvements include an 8' shoulder along both
sides of the highway that provides safe refuge for vehicles as well as area
for bicyclists.   Landscaping design has yet to commence but will be
coordinated with the Township and adjacent property owners as design
progresses.

I don't understand most of it.  Unless you can drive over sidewalks
you can not get into Austies.

The proposed sidewalks across the proposed driveways to/from properties
will be depressed and thus, traversable.

1 lane traffic in already heavily traffic area (@ Crossroads).  Taking
down to 1 lane in heavily traveled areas will be affecting
commuters and business owners

PennDOT collected existing traffic volumes, projected this traffic to 2045
(using conservative growth rates) and then developed traffic analyses
indicating that future traffic volumes could satisfactorily be
accommodated with one-lane per direction and updated traffic
signalization.  Between St. Mary's Rd and Oxford Street, the existing lack of
right-turning-lanes into the numerous properties along the southside of
Sans Souci Parkway, can disrupt through traffic; thus, PennDOT will
coordinate our design with these property owners to investigate ways to
smooth future traffic flow (consolidate driveway accesses, add right-turn-
lanes, etc.).
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Public Comments / Questions PennDOT Response

No questions Thanks for your participation.

377 - keep the right turn yield at the crossroads intersection.  321/2 -
keep the Main Rd access on right

Additional improvements to the West End Rd ("Crossroads") intersection
are being investigated to smooth the flow of traffic (lane alignment,
turning lanes, etc.) and upgraded traffic signalization is proposed as part
of this project.  The WB "off-ramp" to Main Road is being replaced with a
conventional right-turn at the new intersection in order to slow motorists
speeding onto Main Road.

All questions were answered. Thanks for your participation.

Any improvements would be welcome. I walk from Kings Rd. to
the municipal building and up the hill to the bank, and the
shoulders are awful. Some sections are more hole than pavement,
most of the rest is covered with rocks and debris, and there are
cars flying down the hill at 50mph a few feet away. Very
unpleasant.

New 8-foot-wide shoulders are proposed on both sides of Sans Souci
Parkway along this stretch.

Replace gas lines etc. prior to final paving?  Require penalty and/or
financial repair of all damage if done after surfacing?  Why not
maintain 4 lanes?  Impact of taxes?

Coordination with utility companies is ongoing and will continue
throughout design/construction to have utility relocations/upgrades done
prior to final paving.  PennDOT collected existing traffic volumes,
projected this traffic to 2045 (using conservative growth rates) and then
developed traffic analyses indicating that future traffic volumes could
satisfactorily be accommodated with one-lane per direction and updated
traffic signalization. Furthermore, the proposed separate turn lanes (where
warranted), reduced 35 mph speed limit and proposed
bike/pedestrian/safety improvements (8' shoulders, additional sidewalks,
pedestrian crossing signals and additional/upgraded  highway lighting)
aim to reduce the excessive accident history along this corridor.
Construction will be funded by PennDOT.

Will all the utilities underground be inspected?  Will the rainwater
drainage pipes be replaced under highway?  If so, what type will be
used?  Get all the utility companies involved and explain what they
plan on doing as far as inspection and/or replacement.  My
property (Business) is on the San Souci, every heavy rain our
parking lot floods and debris litters it.

Coordination with utility companies is ongoing and will continue
throughout design/construction to have utility relocations/upgrades done
prior to final paving. The project proposes to replace the existing drainage
system (grass swales, inlets, piping) but types of drainage pipes haven't
been determined at this time.
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What could be done to improve the presentation? PennDOT Response

Good job! Thanks for your participation.

Nice CAD work, very easy to interpret. Thanks for your participation.

Get better explanations. Thanks for your input.  Your suggestion will be considered on future public
involvement activities as project design progresses,

Create a presentation, it is difficult for some people to process
drawings and schematics.

Thanks for your input.  Your suggestion will be considered on future public
involvement activities as project design progresses,

The residents need an oral presentation Thanks for your input.  Your suggestion will be considered on future public
involvement activities as project design progresses,

Fine. Thanks for your participation.

Most of the plans are vague.  They make no sense.  Rt 81 and Pa Thanks for your input.  Your suggestion will be considered on future public

Question: What is your interest in the project?
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What could be done to improve the presentation? PennDOT Response

Turnpike are expanding not down sizing. involvement activities as project design progresses,

Have PennDOT speaker at presentation Thanks for your input.  Your suggestion will be considered on future public
involvement activities as project design progresses,

Designated informants at each table or blueprint to explain the
proposed plan.

Thanks for your input.  Your suggestion will be considered on future public
involvement activities as project design progresses,

A brief oral presentation would have helped Thanks for your input.  Your suggestion will be considered on future public
involvement activities as project design progresses,

Plans were informative. Thanks for your participation.

Structured question and answer panel. Thanks for your input.  Your suggestion will be considered on future public
involvement activities as project design progresses,

All questions were answered Thanks for your participation.

Have better discussion. Thanks for your input.  Your suggestion will be considered on future public
involvement activities as project design progresses,

Presentations - not just ad hoc speakers who answer questions.
More information needed.

Thanks for your input.  Your suggestion will be considered on future public
involvement activities as project design progresses,

Presentation was presented to be understood. Thanks for your participation.


